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CERN/PS/84-02(CO) A multi-user microprocessor-based measurement system for the CERN PS Accelerator complex. *) G. Benincasa, F. Giudici, N. Vogt-Nilsen
CERN/PS/84-03(CO) Estimating the development effort for a large process controls application software project. *) G. Benincasa et al.
CERN/PS/84-04(CO) Interactive Control of the CERN Proton Synchrotron complex. *) D. Heagerty et al.
CERN/PS/84-06(SA) PS DIVISION REPORTS, October-December 1983. J. Lekhal-de Winter
CERN/PS/84-07(LI) New Console (Noëlle). P. Lienard
CERN/PS/84-08(AA) Stochastic Cooling Hardware. **) C.S. Taylor
CERN/PS/84-09(AA) Intrabeam scattering in the ACOL-AA machines. M. Martini
CERN/PS/84-11(AA) Lattices for Antiproton Rings. **) B. Autin
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*) Paper presented at the IX. Triennial World Congress of the International Federation of Automatic Control IFAC, Budapest, July 2-6, 1984.

**) Lecture given to the CERN Accelerator School, Course of Antiproton for Colliding Beam Facilities, 11-12 October 1983.


***) Presented at the 4th National Congress of Quantum Electronics and Plasma Physics, Capri, 21-23 May 1984, Italy.
